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Interrogation about
assets and Black Swan
Oliver Clifton and Jennifer Fox discuss a recent case in the BVI in which the BVI
Commercial Court has clarified the scope of a Black Swan injunction and how it cannot
be used as a mechanism to obtain disclosure about assets or to obtain evidence for
foreign proceedings.

Walkers has recently acted for the

successful respondents in a matter

which has clarified the scope of the

so-called Black Swan jurisdiction in

the British Virgin Islands (“BVI”). In

particular, in the decision handed

down on 3 February 2016 in

Bascuñan and others v. Elsaca and

others1 (“Bascuñan”), the BVI

Commercial Court found that

extensive disclosure orders made on

an ex parte basis in October 2015

against a number of BVI respondent

companies purportedly in reliance on

the Black Swan jurisdiction and on

Norwich Pharmacal/Bankers’ Trust

principles, and against their

registered agents on the latter basis

alone could not stand and no

disclosure was allowed.

The Black Swan Jurisdiction
The Black Swan jurisdiction allows

the BVI Court to grant free-standing

injunctions in aid of foreign

proceedings. These injunctions are

essentially limited to orders

safeguarding the value of assets

located in the BVI belonging to a

defendant to foreign proceedings

against whom a money judgment is

sought. The jurisdiction emerged as a

consequence of the decision of

Bannister J in 2009 in the matter of

Black Swan Investments I.S.A v

Harvest View Limited and Others2

(“Black Swan”). Prior to this decision

the established view in the BVI was

that, absent a statutory provision to

the contrary (as in England & Wales3),

substantive proceedings had to be

brought in the BVI before a freezing

order could be made. This position

relied on a strict interpretation of a

1979 House of Lords decision in The

Siskina.4 In Black Swan, Bannister J

distinguished The Siskina on the basis

that the respondents in that matter

had not been subject to the personal

jurisdiction of the English Court

whereas in Black Swan the BVI Court

did have jurisdiction. Although

without precedent, the Judge

considered that he was empowered to

grant the freezing order sought in

reliance on section 24 of the Eastern

Caribbean Supreme Court (Virgin

Islands) Act, which permits

injunctions to be made by the BVI

Court in all cases in which it appears

just to do so. The key question for the

court was whether the sought order

“should” be made in all the

circumstances. Bannister J found that

the order should be made notably

drawing support from obvious public

policy interests in the BVI being seen

to take active steps to combat

international fraud. The analysis was

endorsed by the Eastern Caribbean

Court of Appeal, in the Yukos5 case,

and orders are increasingly sought.

Assets capable of being frozen
and ancillary disclosure
In Osetinskaya v Usilett Properties

Inc6 (“Osetinskaya”) the BVI

Commercial Court went on to find

that shares in a BVI company

represented assets for the purposes of

a Black Swan freezing order. In

1/. BVIHC2015/0128.
2/. BVIHCV 2009/399.
3/. Section 25 of the UK Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments Act 1982.
4/. Owners of Cargo Lately Laden on Board the Siskina v Distos Compania Naviera SA [1979] 210.
5/. Yukos CIS Investments Limited et al v Yukos Hydrocarbons Investments Limited HCVAP 2010/028.
6/. BVIH(Com) 2013/0037, 25 July 2013.
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obtain asset disclosure which ought to

be sought in the foreign jurisdiction

where the main proceeding is

underway.

Bascuñan
In his decision in Bascuñan, Bannister

J reasserted the finding in

Osetinskaya that the Black Swan

principle did not exist as an available

means for litigants in foreign

proceedings to interrogate BVI entities

about their assets. Further, the Judge

was clear in his view that the Black

Swan jurisdiction is not and is not to

be treated as coextensive with that

available in England & Wales under

the UK Civil Jurisdiction and

Judgments Act 1982. This is an

important finding as it clarifies that

BVI litigants may not rely on English

authorities themselves reliant on this

statutory footing in order to expand

the Black Swan jurisdiction beyond its

limited bounds.

In respect of the disclosure sought

from the respondents and their

registered agents, the applicants had

argued that they could rely on the

Norwich Phamacal/Banker’s Trust

principles in support of their foreign

proceedings in order to compel both

the respondents and their registered

agents to disclose the materials

sought. These principles ordinarily

allow an aggrieved person to elicit

disclosure from an innocent party

mixed up in the alleged wrongdoing

of another only if can be established

that absent the disclosure, justice

would not be done. The Judge found

that litigants in foreign jurisdictions

could not rely on these principles to

obtain such relief in the BVI to compel

an alleged wrongdoer “outside the

context of legal process …[in the

BVI]…to assist an applicant to bring

or more effectively to prosecute …
[foreign]… proceedings against him.”

An applicant must therefore rely on

the disclosure rules of the foreign

jurisdiction where the main action is

proceeding.

The disclosure required under the

ex parte order in Bascuñan was

extensive. The BVI Court described

the obligation on the registered agents

as requiring them to “divulge every

piece of information in their possession

about those of the respondents for

which they acted”.  It was found that it

would be wrong in principle to deny

the relief sought against the

respondents on the basis of a lack of

jurisdiction but to allow essentially

identical relief “by the back door”

against their agents, as the “result

would be to expose BVI companies to

oblique intrusions into their affairs”

purely as a consequence of their

statutory obligation to maintain

registered agents.

Conclusion
The decision in Bascuñan is important

given its clear guidance in both

reiterating the limited scope of the

Black Swan jurisdiction and in

demonstrating that the Norwich

Pharmacal/Banker’s Trust principles

cannot be used in the BVI for the

purposes of either commencing

foreign proceedings or augmenting

the available evidence in such

proceedings.

Osetinskaya the Judge (again

Bannister J) noted “it will usually also

be just and convenient to prevent the

shares from being rendered worthless

by restraining the company from

disposing of its property, whether that

property is situate in the BVI or

abroad.” In respect of the provision of

asset disclosure by a respondent,

which is disclosure ordinarily

ordered when a freezing order is

made so as to enable the applicant to

effectively police the order, the Judge

decided that this was not available

under Black Swan. Bannister J

observed, with reference to an

application for disclosure by the

respondent of its assets worldwide

that “the Black Swan jurisdiction

applies to prevent …defendants from

disposing of identified assets which

might be available to satisfy a future

judgment of a foreign Court in

proceedings…It does not entitle the

claimant in the Black Swan

proceedings in this jurisdiction to

interrogate them about its assets

generally. That will be the function of

an order made in the foreign

proceedings.” Thus Osetinskayamade

it abundantly clear that the Black

Swan jurisdiction cannot be used to
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BVI litigants may not rely on English 
authorities themselves reliant on this statutory
footing to expand the Black Swan jurisdiction
beyond its limited bounds




